ued)

useful in treating ulcers, indigestion, colds
and infections. Bee pollen has countless applications as well. Mainly used as a food and
facial supplement it is also used by plant allergy sufferers believing that it desensitizes
them to allergens. There are honey recipes
for bread, cakes, beer, wine, smoothies,
martinis, barbeques sauces, soups…the list
goes on and on. I think it’s time to eat.
“The only reason for being a bee
that I know of is making honey…and the only
reason for making honey is so I can eat it.”
A. A. Milne, Winnie-the-Pooh

- Joanie, Annie
and Molly

Don’t Forget!
We give a 10% discount if
you buy a full case of Newman’s
dog or cat canned food.

East Bay

Clip and Save

Bless the birds and the bees~

NATURE

Bees use a sticky substance called
propolis to mend or strengthen their hives
which they collect from tree resins. It is
about 50% tree resins, 30% wax, 10% essential oils and 10% pollen. Besides keeping
the hive airtight the odor of the tree resins
acts as kind of a mothball, deterring potential invaders from the hive. It is collected
and used as an antiviral, antifungal, antiinflammatory and antihistamine medicine.
Royal jelly is a milky substance excreted
by the worker bees and fed exclusively to a
select few fertilized eggs. One of these eggs,
fed this special diet, will grow into a queen.
This substance has also shown to have antibacterial and antifungal powers and may be

East Bay Nature
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Walnut Creek, CA
94596-5204
Phone (925) 407-1333
Fax (925) 937-6291
Store Hours
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Web
www.eastbaynature.com
Joanie Smith, Owner
joanie@eastbaynature.com
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any conflict between the two bee species so far. My butterfly bush will be in
bloom soon and that will make everyone happy.
Here are some habits not to get
threatened to do this a year into if you decide to get your own hive:
ago and I finally did it. I’ve
• No need to wear your bee suit bebecome an apiast. No, not that. A bee
cause the bees are used to you by
keeper. With the help of my customer
now.
and honey vendor, Phil Rice, I’ve got a
• If you move slowly they won’t even
bee colony started and hope to get at
know you’re there.
least two more going soon.
• If you bring your dog they’ll be
Phil has been providing East
afraid of you.
Bay Nature with wonderful Alamo
• Wear dark colors.
honey for a few years now and after
• They won’t mind sharing the honey
participating in the harvest
they’ve spent their whole freaking
of his honey last year I’ve
lives creating.
been interested in keepAnd, these bees are smart. Being my own colony. It will
sides the queen, all the workers are her
be a while before my bees
daughters. There are males (drones)
can provide enough surthat don’t do a whole lot other than
plus honey to share, but I
hang out and hope to
promise to bring some in.
mate with the queen,
		
I’ve been readif they’re lucky. They
ing up on honeybees and
don’t gather nectar
Alamo Honey
I can tell you it is a fasci- or pollen or produce
nating world. Honeybees
any honey. When
have been producing honey for tens of
winter comes the
Queen Bee
millions of years. Homo Sapiens arrived
workers drive them out
about two million years ago and began
into the cold to die. Sounds cruel, but
to scavenge the nests. In ancient times
there’s no point in them eating up the
before wine, fermented honey called
valuable honey supply when they don’t
“mead” was used as a libation for spedo any work around the house! Sheesh.
cial ceremonies. Honey was a sacred
Bees perform dances for other
meal or offering at almost all important
bees to convey messages. For instance,
events and used as food, sweetener,
the tail-wagging dance not only indiand preservative. Even now, births,
cates distance to a food supply but
weddings, feasts, and funerals are all
also the direction. As the day wears on
sweetened with honey in many parts of
the dance takes on a different pattern
the world.
to compensate for the change in
I’ve already grown
the position of the sun. If there is
fond of my bees. They’ve
no sun the bees use their sensitivdiscovered my bird baths
ity to ultraviolet light to determine
which doesn’t bother me
where the sun is located. A circular
knowing that they need
dance indicates food close to the
plenty of water. I don’t have
hive and a figure-eight dance signals
a lot of flowers so they are
food up to a mile away. The durawhat Phil calls “long ranging”
tion, angle, speed and configuration
Gathering Pollen of the dance can broadcast fear,
bees. Which means they
go to the neighbor’s flowalarm or happiness. Then there’s
ers for nectar and pollen. That’s okay,
the mating dance. A young queen will
I guess (hope). Annie wants a bee suit
leave the hive and perform her matof her own so I’ve ordered a child size
ing dance only once or twice. The male
suit for her. Molly doesn’t seem to know drones leave the hive as well. When she
the hive exists and plunks herself right
returns in about a half hour she will be
down next to it for a nap. I have lots of
carrying a full sac of sperm which she
mason bees as well. I haven’t detected
will selectively use for the rest of her
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life. If she fertilizes an egg it will be
a female worker, if she doesn’t, it will
be a male drone. She’ll then enter the
hive and live the
remainder of
her life indoors.
Queens can live
several years.
Worker bees
live anywhere
from three days The Queen and Workers
to three weeks,
basically working themselves to death.
Honey is used even today as
an amazing preservative. The solids in
honey are 95% sugar which kills bacteria by osmosis, draining the fluid from
them. Additionally, the bees add an
enzyme to nectar during its transformation into honey that creates a small
amount of hydrogen peroxide, making
it an excellent preservative.
Honey is also hygroscopic. It
sucks moisture from the atmosphere and retains it like a
sponge also contributing to its
moist longevity and preservative properties.
Ten thousand bees can produce
one pound of beeswax in three days.
To figure out how and why they create the hexagonal shape is intriguing.
They appear to be perfectly uniform
and precise. Why this hexagonal shape?
The genius of hexagons is that they
require the smallest amount of precious
building material to hold the greatest
volume of honey. So, why doesn’t the
honey drip out in warm weather? The
bees construct the cells at an upward
angle of about 10 degrees to hold it in.
Once the cell it full it is capped with
beeswax. Beeswax is an interesting
material. It is insoluble in water and
nonconductive of heat which allows the
colony to fend off the elements and
easily moderate temperatures within
the hive. The bees also use the beeswax to entomb intruders. If an unlucky
mouse enters the hive it will be killed.
If the bees can’t remove the body they
enclose it in beeswax to prevent it from
poisoning their hive. We humans used
beeswax to preserve cheese, meats,
and eggs for storage.
(Continued on back)

Condors over the Big Sur Coast

Saturday, June 7 - 6:30–7:30 pm
Join us for an evening presentation about the
return of the endangered California condor to the majestic
Big Sur coastline. Joe Burnett, Senior Wildlife Biologist
for Ventana Wildlife Society Condor Recovery program
will provide an overview of the condor recovery effort in
California and the current status of condors in the wild.
This is a rare opportunity to hear his personal tales about
these magnificent and mysterious birds. Fee is $7 for nonmembers; members are free.

14th Annual Golf for the Wild!

Monday, June 16 - 11 am–6 pm
The Museum’s 14th annual golf tournament will
be held at the Contra Costa Country Club in Pleasant Hill.
This will be a great day with on-course activities, raffle,
barbeque lunch, silent auction, dinner and live auction.
This year’s auction has vacation getaways in a 3-bedroom,
3-bathroom home in Pismo Beach; a luxury condominium
in Poipu Beach, Hawaii and a mountainside villa in Costa
Rica. Other auction items include fabulous wines, a custom
designed stained glass window, gourmet dining experiences
and much more! Call 925-627-2926 or check the museum’s
website for more information.
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Bringing the Condors Home

Through July 6
California condors are the largest North American
land birds and among the largest flying birds in the world.
They are also one of the most endangered bird species on
the planet. “Bringing the Condors Home” details one of the
most challenging conservation efforts of all time—the struggle to restore wild and captive populations of the California
condor.

Tonic of Wildness

Paintings & Etchings by Scott Peery
Through June 15, 2008
Scott Peery is a Bay Area native who draws inspiration for his work from the regional parks and open spaces
where he hikes regularly. Peery’s interest in wildlife was
strongly influenced by his grandmother who had a keen
interest in nature and was able to identify plants and birds
where ever they went. He still thinks of his grandmother as
he connects the inter-relationships of the plants and animals in his art.

Natural Visions

June 25–September 1
This exhibit features recent works by members
of the Northern California Chapter of the Guild of Natural
Science Illustrators. Natural science illustrators are artists
in the service of science. They use scientifically informed
observational, technical and aesthetic skills to portray
a subject accurately, while at the same time using their
chosen medium to create a pleasing work of art and bring
the species to life. Whether they use traditional media like
pencil, pen and ink, paints or newer digital tools, accuracy
is essential. Communication of shapes, anatomy, details and
concepts that cannot be conveyed with words forms the essence of this type of art.
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Many wild animals are
having their babies right now. If you find a baby animal, please check our website
(www.wildlife-museum.org) for guidelines on what you can do to help. Here are
some common situations and ways you can help wildlife:

Baby Birds

Nest on ground with babies: Tie the nest with babies in it onto a nearby
tree. The nest can be put in a small box or margarine tub (with drainage holes)
to make it easier to secure. Don’t use a berry basket because bird legs may get
caught in the mesh.
Baby bird without feathers: Try to locate the nest. Make sure the babies in
the nest look like the one you found and place the baby back in the nest.
Baby bird with feathers (fledglings): Most baby birds cannot fly when they
leave the nest. They mostly hop and can jump to low branches. Keep your pets
inside while the birds are learning to fly–this can take up to one week.
For all the situations above: Watch from a distance to make sure a parent
returns to care for the babies, or place a video camera nearby. If you don’t see a
parent after several hours, bring the bird(s) to us.

Baby Mammals

Squirrels: If a baby has fallen from the nest, watch for a while to see if the
mother retrieves the baby. If you can reach the nest, you can return it for her.
Opossums: A baby opossum is on its own when it is about eight inches long (not
including its tail). Please bring smaller babies or dead females with babies in the
pouch to the museum.
Raccoons: If you find a litter of baby raccoons, leave it alone and observe from
a distance to see if the mother returns. She may be gone for as long as an entire
night.
Rabbits: Cottontails and brush rabbits will have a nest. If you find a nest, do not
disturb it. The mother is often gone from dawn to dusk. Jackrabbit mothers will
not leave all babies in one spot, so you may come across just one baby. Leave it
alone.
Deer: Does will leave their babies and go off to feed, often for the entire day. If
you find a fawn, leave the area. The mother will not return if you are too close.
For all the situations above: If you know the parent is dead, bring the babies to
our hospital. If you are not sure, check back the next day to see if the babies are
still there. If the babies are quiet and look healthy, leave them alone. If they are
vocalizing, call us for advice. Be sure to wear gloves when handling any mammal.

Simple Ways You Can Help Wildlife

With a little bit of knowledge and a few changes in habits, we can greatly
reduce our impact on the region’s wildlife.
Keep pet food indoors: Wild animals can become dependent upon humans or
our pets’ food and may carry diseases that can make humans and pets sick.
Don’t feed the ducks: Bread and crackers are not natural duck foods and can
make them very sick. Feeding ducks can also lead to overpopulation that spreads
disease and causes death.
Tree pruning: To avoid disturbing bird and squirrel nests, the best time to prune
your trees is from October through December.
Don’t use pesticides or insecticides or rodenticides: These poisons may
also kill wildlife and pets and can harm the environment.
Screen your chimneys, attic and basement vents: Many birds and mammals
like to nest in dark, quiet places. Screening will prevent accidental injuries and
keep animals out of your home.
Don’t use sticky traps: Insect and rodent traps made with sticky substances
can harm and kill many other animals including birds and reptiles. Use snap traps
for rodent control— they are more humane.
Bird netting: Avoid the use of plastic bird netting, especially near the ground. It
can trap and entangle many wild animals. Use a stiffer wire mesh instead.
Call 925-935-1978 or visit www.wildlife-museum.org for
more information including museum hours and admission
prices.
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Peterson’s Finding Your Wings
-A Workbook for Beginning Bird Watchers
Great book! If you are a beginning birder this book provides a
wealth of information on how to identify birds based on the types of bill,
body shape, color, vocalization, behavior and habitat. It also includes
exercises for practice, a section on using binoculars and deciphering
field guides. As always, Annie likes the photos best.

    Tuffits

There are stepping stones that look
incredibly like comfy pillows. They come in
several colors and styles. They are made out of cement and the color goes clear through the stepping stone.
The first time I saw one I touched it thinking it really was a soft
cushion. What a surprise. They would look cool in
the yard, I think.

Badger Sun Care, Stress Reducer,
and Sore Muscle Rub

No, not sun care FOR badgers. Their fur pretty much takes care of
that. This is lip balm and sunscreen for us bare-skinned types. It is rated
SPF15 and SPF30, water resistant and provides UVA and
UVB protection. We also have sore muscle rub and a
soothing stress reducer, both of which I could sure use
right about now.

Rabbit Gourmet Food

Rabbit owners may want to try our new rabbit gourmet pellets
(for rabbits, not owners). It should be served as a treat rather than a meal.
Timothy hay (which we also sell) should be provided at all times as well as fresh
greens. Sounds like I have a couple of rabbits.

Bird Motif Kitchen Essentials

We have beautiful napkins, spoon rests,
melamine trays, utensil holders and dip
coolers with bird designs by Highland
Graphics. The trays are especially
handy and inexpensive. I’ve placed
them strategically close to the counter
where you can’t miss them!

    Butterfly Pavilion and Ant Hills

These are a lot of fun for kids and adults. We had painted ladies in our
pavilion a few years ago and it was very interesting. You can let the butterflies go when they are ready. Both kits come with a coupon to send away for
your painted lady larvae or ant colony. I remember the ant colony observation
kits as a kid. For some strange reason I’d like to see them again.

Rocks and Minerals

I’ve become very interested in rocks lately--mostly due to a customer’s request for more
rocks that turned into a special interest of mine. I’ve noticed that both kids
and adults, of all ages, love rocks. Here’s a sample of what we have:
rose quartz, rodalite, rubelite, red tiger’s eye, citrine points, green and orange
calcite, fluorite, quartz points, selenite towers, blue sodalite, and sandstone.
I’d like to get more, but they aren’t always available. I’ve been reading a book
on crystals that talks about the special properties of rocks. I
don’t know if rocks have special powers or not, but it sure is
interesting. And, the rocks look attractive in a bowl or birdbath.
Wildlife Hospital Hours
It gives the birds something to stand on and gauge the depth of
April through August 9 AM - 8 PM
the water before taking a bath.

